Seismic response of the Fossanova gothic church: numerical
analysis and experimental validation
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ABSTRACT: Within the FP6 European project “PROHITECH”, which was related to seismic
strengthening of historical monuments by reversible mixed technology using innovative
materials and techniques, several complex projects focusing the problem of seismic stability of
historical monuments have been developed. In this paper the main results related to the
experimental and numerical activity addressed to the Fossanova gothic church (Italy) are
presented and discussed. In particular, in order to correctly interpret the dynamic response of the
church, a reduced scale model 1/5.5 was constructed and tested on a seismic shaking table at the
IZIIS' Dynamic Testing Laboratory of Skopje. Then, a specific non linear FEM model was been
developed and calibrated on the experimental results in order to interpret the collapse
mechanism exhibited by the complex structural system. Finally, aiming at increasing the seismic
performance of the system, according to the results of preliminary numerical analyses, an
innovative and reversible retrofitting intervention was designed and applied. It is based on the
use of vertical and horizontal carbon-fiber pre-stressed bars, which are connected to the
masonry structure by means of appropriate steel plates and special devices. The retrofitting
systems has been validated experimentally by large scale models tested on shaking table. The
obtained results clearly show the effectiveness of the proposed retrofitting system, which was
able to significantly increase (up to 185%) the seismic capacity of the original (notstrengthened) model.
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INTRODUCTION

The European research project “Earthquake Protection of Historical Buildings by Reversible
Mixed Technologies” (PROHITECH) tackles the very important subject of the seismic
protection of historical and monumental buildings (Mazzolani 2006). The main objective is to
develop sustainable methodologies for the use of reversible mixed technologies for the seismic
protection of existing constructions, with particular emphasis to buildings of historical interest.
Within the research project, shaking table tests on large scale models has been carried out,
dealing with different monumental buildings representing important historical typologies
characterizing the cultural heritage of the Mediterranean Countries, mosques, Byzantine
basilicas, catholic churches and ancient Greek temples. Among catholic churches, gothic
religious architecture is one of the most vulnerable typology in seismic areas. Unfortunately
some of the most magnificent gothic cathedrals are located in high intensity seismic zone. The
Fossanova Cathedral has been selected as a magnificent and interesting example of pre-Gothic

style church of the Mediterranean area, De Matteis et al (2007a). The scope of this paper is to
synthesise the main results of the wide research activity developed to interpret the seismic
behaviour of such an historical monument as well as to propose the application of a specific
reversible and innovative intervention technique. The issues of this study were achieved by
following several steps. In fact, a preliminary study devoted to the evaluation of the mechanical
characterization of the in situ masonry elements as well as of the dynamic characteristics of the
whole church by ambient vibration tests was undertaken (De Matteis et al, 2007b). Then,
numerical FEM analyses on a detailed full-scale model of the church were carried out (De
Matteis et al, 2007c). Also, a reduced scale physical model of a part of the church was
constructed and tested on the shaking table of the IZIIS Laboratory (Skopje, Macedonia) as
shown in De Matteis et al. 2008b. Based on the obtained results an innovative and reversible
retrofitting intervention was designed and applied. The retrofitting systems was validated
experimentally by large scale models tested on shaking table. In addition the obtained results
allowed to set up an interpretative non linear FEM model, which resulted to be able to
reproduce the progressive development of the collapse mechanism as it was observed during the
experimental test (De Matteis et al 2009).
2

THE FOSSANOVA CATHEDRAL

The Fossanova Abbey (1187-1208) rises in the town of Piverno (Latina), which represents an
area characterized by medium-high seismic hazard (Figure 1). The church is oriented in the
East-West direction, with the main entrance to the West and the alter to the East.

Figure 1. Picture of the Fossanova church and details of the vaults and roof.

The cathedral has a total length of 69.85 m and encompasses three different bodies, including
(from the West to East) a central nave with two aisles, a transept, the apse, and a bell tower. The
navies have a total width of 23.20 m in seven bays with a central nave and two collateral naves.
The two collateral naves (aisles) have a span of 3.90 m each and reach the height of 8.75 m. The
naves are sustained on central piers and external walls a wooden structure of the roof. Ogival
cross-vaults covers the nave, aisles, transept and apse.
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3.1

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE CHURCH
Material and dynamic identification

The actual geometry and the mechanical features of the main constructional elements have been
determined by means of in situ inspection and laboratory tests. The basic material is a very

compact sedimentary limestone. Columns and buttresses are made of plain stones with fine
mortar joints (less than 1 cm). The lateral walls (thickness 120 cm) are assembled with two
outer skins of good coursed ashlar and an internal cavity with random rubble and mortar
mixture fill. Endoscopic tests has been carried out relieving a total lack of internal vacuum and
a good masonry texture. Original blocks of stone have been crushed by compression tests,
giving rise to an average ultimate strength of about 140 MPa, an average density γ= 1700 kg/m3
and a Young’s modulus E=42.600 MPa. Also mortar specimens were extracted and subjected to
compression, relieving an average compressive strength of 3.33 MPa for the external specimens
and 10.30 MPa for the internal ones. Chemical and petrography analyses have been also
performed on the mortar specimens revealing the prevalence of three materials, quartz crystal
SiO2, crystallized calcium carbonate CACO3 and some traces of felspate.
The dynamic features of the cathedral were estimated by means of ambient vibration
measurements on several points of the facade, vaults, aisles and central nave. The test were
performed in cooperation with the Institute of Earthquake Engineering in Skopje. The total
number of measuring points was 25. Along the transversal direction the dominant frequency of
3.8 Hz (first transversal mode) has been noticed, while along the longitudinal one, 4.6 Hz was
found. Both the longitudinal and the transversal tests indicated the first torsional mode at the
frequency value f = 6.6 ÷ 6.8 Hz.
3.2

Construction of the physical model

The physical model tested on the shaking table of the IZIIS Institute in Skopje reproduces the
central part of the real church (Figure 2a).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. a) Part of the real church reproduced by the scaled model and tested on the shaking table; b)
geometry of the model; c) physical constructed model.

This part of the real structure has been recognized as the key-structural part of the whole church.
The model has been executed in scale 1:5.5 because of the capacity of the available shaking
table. The plain dimensions of the model are of 3.76x4.36 m with 4.24 m height (Figure 2b,c).
The model replicate the features of the church with its real architectural and constructional
details. Equivalent mechanical properties have been established for the model’s material basing
on the Buckingham Theorem. The foundation have been done in reinforced concrete (Figure
3a). The masonry blocks used are of 28 different shapes. About 16800 concrete blocks, with a
strength in compression of 1 MPa, have been used for the construction of the model. The overall
mass is 29 tons. The lateral walls are an in-filled with two external layers of stones with very
thick mortar bed joints. The filled material inside the stone walls is poor and weak. Cross blocks
have been used to connect the external layers of stone (Figure 3b). The columns has been built
with a cross-shaped base with semi-cylindrical ending elements, seven rows of stones, each of

them of 11 cm thick, and a medium mortar joint thickness of 1 cm have been used for these
elements (Figure 3c). The joint thickness of the model is not compatible to the real mortar joints
and the scaling factor adopted, this aspect was accounted by giving to the stones layers higher
thickness, passing from a 9-10 layers of the Abbey to the seven layers of the scaled model. The
lateral arches (Figure 3d) support the cross vaults which are delimited by four arches. It can be
recognized a couple of double arches placed between the column and the pilaster strip. Some
cautions were adopted to obtain the same key-level for the four arches. The dimension of the
bricks is 0.22 m; even though this dimension is not fully representative of the real condition, it
was chosen for a quick execution and a good scarf. The vaults of the model were made up using
the same blocks of the external layer of the lateral wall in order to reduce the number of
artificial stones to produce. The disposition of these elements was designed in order to have the
principal direction perpendicular to the arches direction. During the building phase, diagonal
arches were erected in the thickness of the vaults maintaining the continuity of the intrados
surface, and directly introduced into the cores of the columns and of the pilaster strip-butresses
joint (Figure 3e).

c)
d)
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Figure 3. Constructional phases of the model: a) reinforced concrete foundations; b) lateral walls; c)
columns; d) lateral arches; e) lateral vaults.

Once ended the vaults, the superior part of the lateral walls was completed and the construction
of the two clerestory walls was undertaken. The total thickness of the double skin wall is of 24
cm with a little internal core. A very good connection of the two stone skins was ensured. The
openings were executed with the same proportions of the original church. Every bay of the
clerestory was erected until the height of 3.80 m and a length of 0.96 m (Figure 4a). The
external buttresses are supported by the ending part of the arches and the column. The
construction of the buttresses was started using the same blocks of the lateral buttresses and the
connection of the stone followed the same scheme for the connection of the clerestory wall.
About 16 rows of blocks were needed to reach the fixed height of 3.20 m. The internal pilaster
of the central navy has the rule to connect the internal stone skills of the clerestory (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Phases of construction of the model: a) clerestory walls; b) lateral buttresses and central arches;
c) central arches: node; d) central vaults.

The four arches closing the central bay have been built with the same procedure adopted for the
lateral bays. Shape arches were merged in the walls of the clerestory and create a cantilever
effect in the supporting of the central vault, while the central arches are supported by the
buttress-pilaster strip joint. At the intersection of the transversal arches, the shape-arches and the

diagonal arches, it was decided to insert a very high presence of stones to strictly containing the
thrust on the pilaster strip-buttress joint (Figure 4b,c). The diagonal arches were directed on the
pilaster strips-buttress joints. A very high attention was paid in order to avoid concave surfaces
at the extrados of the vaults. Once completed the vaults, a mortar layer of the same material
used to infill the wedges (thickness 3 cm) was spread on the extrados. This solution was adopted
to better reproduce the real condition of the church, where a grouting of concrete without
reinforcement was applied in the years after the last war (Figure 4d).
3.3

The strengthening interventions

The seismic response of the scaled model has been improved by means of a strengthening
intervention based on an innovative reversible technique. Horizontal and transversal ties made
of carbon fiber bars (Figure 5) has been applied two different tested solutions: horizontal ties
only at the extrados of the arches and hidden from the inner of the church (intervention type 1“upper ties only”); horizontal ties applied both at the intrados and extrados of the arches
(intervention type 2 – “upper and lower ties”). The tightening of the bars has been determined
to have compression stresses compatible with the masonry.
d) trasversal ties at the up side
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Figure 5. The strengthening intervention: a) transversal view; b) longitudinal view; c) intervention 1; d)
intervention 2.

3.4

The large scale shaking table test

The shaking table test has been performed according to two main phases: phase 1 testing the
original model (Unreinforced Physical Model - UPM) until the occurrence of serious damage
and phase 2 testing the strengthened model until reaching heavy damage (Reinforced Physical
Model – RPM). The Calitri Earthquake, 1980 (North-South component), was selected as the
input signal. The natural signal has properly scaled in time domain. The excitation was applied
in horizontal direction only. The UPM was tested with an earthquake intensity ranging between
0.04g and 0.14g. During the final test at 0.14g, the serious damage of the model was observed,
with development of two main cracks along the central arches and also with the occurrence of
many cracks at the arches and vaults of the aisles (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Details of the damage after testing of the “as built” model.

After the testing of the original model and developing of the failure mechanism, the cracks were
repaired by using expansive aluminium-cement mortar. In testing phase 2A (“upper ties only” RPM1) the earthquake intensity ranged between 0.3g and 0.28g. In testing phase 2B ( “upper
and lower ties”- RPM2), the input intensity ranged between 0.14g and 0.40g. The testing model
in phase 2A exhibited the same characteristic horizontal cracks as in phase 1. During the final
test of phase 2B, the cracking mechanism completely developed. The most serious damage of
the model was observed in the central arch, which fall down. In Figure 7 the details of the main
damage occurred during this phase of testing are shown.

Figure 7. Details of the damage after testing of the strengthened models.

The integrity of the model was significantly improved by the strengthening intervention. In fact,
by the applied ties, the premature brittle collapse of the most vulnerable parts was avoided. The
performance exhibited by the systems, evaluated in terms of maximum intensity of the applied
acceleration record before the collapse, can be synthesised as follows: 0.14g for the original
model UPM; 0.28g for the strengthened model RPM1; 0.40g for the strengthened model RPM2.
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4.1

PREDICTIVE NUMERICAL ANALYSES: ASSESSMENT OF THE SEISMIC
VULNERABILITY OF THE PHYSICAL MODEL
Unreinforced model (UNM)

The seismic response of the church was evaluated by means of FEM analysis using ABAQUS
code. The physical scaled model (UPM) has been firstly investigated with elastic spectral
analyses (figure 8a). An isotropic linear elastic material has been assumed for masonry with an
elastic modulus E = 765 MPa, a density of 2700 kg/mc and Poisson coefficient 0.35. Solid
element C3D4 (four linear tetrahedrons) have been used with an optimized free mesh size is of
170 mms. The shapes of the fundamental vibration modes are shown in figure 8b,c,d.

a)

b)
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Figure 8. The Unreinforced Numerical Model (UNM): a) geometry; b) first transversal mode, f=4.84 Hz;
b) second longitudinal mode, f=9.05; c) third torsional mode, f=9.31 Hz.

The values of transversal acceleration corresponding to the damage have been monitored in the
model assuming two conventional limit states: attainment of a tensile stress of 0.05 MPa (tensile
limit state); attainment of a compressive stress of 0.9 MPa (compression limit state). For a PGA
of 0.151g the compression limit state is attained at the base of the central column and assumed
as the conventional collapse. The performed analysis detected the slightly cracks of the central
arches for a PGA of 0.046g÷0.052g and the cracks of the lateral arches for a PGA of 0.062g.
5.1

Reinforced numerical models (RNM1 and RNM2)

Similarly to the unreinforced model UNM, a predictive incremental analysis has been carried
out to monitor the PGA intensity to achieve the tensile and the compressive conventional limit
states. The geometry of both RPSNM1 and RPSNM2 are shown in figure 9.

a)

b)

Figure 9. The reinforced numerical model (RNM): a) RNM1 “upper ties only”; b) RNM2 “upper and
lower ties”.

The performed analyses revealed that the rule of the ties is mainly to lock the openings of the
arches during the seismic actions. The bars have been pre-stressed with a temperature distortion
in order to be active starting from the beginning of the installation. The predictive analyses
carried out on the reinforced model reveals the increasing of resistance against seismic actions.
The first cracks in the lateral arches was detected for a PGA of 0.15g for the RNM1 (0.25g for
the RNM2). More severe cracks was observed in the lateral arches for a PGA of 0.25g for the
RNM1 (0.28g for the RNM2), the cracking of the central arches were detected for a PGA of
0.22g for the RNM1 (0.34g for the RNM2). The collapse was assumed for a PGA of 0.31g for
the RNM1 and 0.34g for the RNM2 (see table 1).
Table 1. Comparison between the PGA corresponding to the critical events on the unreinforced and
reinforced configurations (experimental vs numerical)

Event
Lateral arches (slight
cracking)
Central arches (slight
cracking)
Severe cracks on lateral
arches
Severe cracks on central
arches
Collapse

PGA (g)
RPM1

UPM

UNM NLUM

RNM1

RPM2 RNM2

0.06

0.062

0.036

--

0.15

--

0.08

0.052

0.059

--

--

--

--

--

0.12

--

0.25

--

0.28

0.12

--

0.152

--

0.22

--

0.34

0.14

0.151

0.152

0.28

0.31

0.40

0.34

0.25

5.2

Interpretative non linear analysis for the unreinforced model (NLUM)

After the experimental shaking table test, the evolution of cracking into the model has been
analyzed with a more sophisticated numerical tool only in the unreinforced configuration. A
push-over analysis has been performed introducing a non-linear material behavior. CONCRETE
DAMAGE PLASTICITY type material available in software ABAQUS has been chosen. The
adopted constitutive model allow to introduce both cracking and crushing failure. Tensile
cracking is defined by giving a tensile failure stress and a linear stress-displcement postcracking law (σt0, uto). A nominal parabolic-rectangular constitutive law has been assumed for
the masonry in compression. An initial elastic modulus E=765 MPa has been assumed, the
crushing deformation is equal to 0.2% while the failure compressive stress fc is 0.765 MPa. The
craking stress σt0 = 0.07 MPa has been conventionally assumed as 1/10 of fc , the ultimate postcracking displacement ut0=0.45 mm. The failure domain is expressed in term of a biaxial
domain with the follower default parameters: k=0.65, fb0/fc0=1.16, e=0.1 e φ=35° (Abaqus Inc.
User Manual, 2006). An Explicit procedure has been followed in the analysis, the loads have
been introduced as accelerations. The push-over acceleration ag in the transversal direction is
generated assuming the distribution similar to the first mode of vibration of the system (figure
10a). In figure 10b the deformation of the model at the end of the analysis is shown,
highlighting the elements in which the cracking condition is attained.
The unreinforced non linear numerical model (NLUM) exhibited the same location of the
damage which was revealed in the experimental shaking table test figure 11a. Also the global
structural response is comparable to the experimental equivalent push-over. The global capacity
curve is shown in figure 11b.

b)

a)

Figure 10. a) Push-over accelerations distribution; b) model deformation at ultimate displacement.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a brief review on the numerical and experimental activity on the assessment of the
seismic vulnerability of the church of Abbey of S. Maria in Fossanova has been presented. The
structural response of the church has been deeply investigated through a wide experimental (on
large scaled model) and numerical analysis. A detailed characterization of the in-situ material
properties and the studying of the real geometry of the different architectonic elements has been
carried out. A shaking table test has been planned on a physical scaled model of the key-part of
the church by scaling the real geometry by 1/5.5. The shaking table test has been calibrated by
means of predictive numerical elastic analyses with FE methodology considering three different
configurations unreinforced (UNM), reinforced “upper ties only” (RNM1) and “upper and
lower ties” (RNM1). After that the experimental shaking table test has been performed
allowing the comparison of the numerical predictive results with the experimental ones. The
final step of the presented study has consisted in the characterization of the evolution of the
cracking phenomena with a non linear numerical model (NLUM) based on conventional

assumptions. As shown in Table 1 both the linear elastic and non linear performed analyses
converge to the same collapse PGA obtained in shaking table test for the unreinforced
configuration. This represent the main goal of the present study. The non linear response is
satisfactorily highlighted by the non linear numerical model as can be seen comparing the
results of the NLUM with the experimental observations. In conclusion both the numerical
prediction and the interpretative analyses have revealed the reliability of the applied
methodology for the assessment of the seismic response of the key parts of the church. As far as
the reinforcing system is concerned, the preliminary analyses denotes an acceptable prediction
in terms of the ultimate resistance for the “upper ties only” model (RPM1 and RNM1). On the
contrary, the elastic analysis performed for the “upper and lower ties” (RNM2) underestimated
the ultimate resistance exhibited by the experimental test (RPM2).

